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Hello again everyone,

 

  I take it everyone had a good holiday season. I myself did a little road trip down to 
Calgary to spend four days with a very special lady. I had Philipino food for Christmas 
dinner instead of the usual turkey. Other than the bad roads and the dump of snow, it 
was a very enjoyable Christmas.

I can hear all the oooohs and aaahs now. Well she's already booked off some vacation 
days that coincide with the Kamloops show.

It's in my plans to head down to the Calgary show on the Easter weekend as a spectator 
again this year. Hope to see a lot of members at that one again. Always a good social 
gathering.

  I have the new T-shirt order here at home. The new blue shirts look great! 

  Just a reminder. The elections are on again this year at the AGM in Kamloops. 
Saturday, April 22 at the gun show. All executive positions are up for grabs. The floor is
always open for volunteers. It's been a fun experience for me.

  Also, don't forget to get your works of knife-art ready for the knife competition at the 
Kamloops show. We had a record number of entries last year with a lot of beautiful 
knives. The judges had their work cut out for them.

 

Till next time;

Keep Grinding

Gerry
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 WCKA Member Profile by Diane Hatt

Name: Jim and Bev Clow 

Phone: 403-362-1015

The WCKA  membership is a diverse group of people both
geographically and individually.  We are fortunate to have a
couple within our organization who seem to bring us all
together.  That couple is Jim and Bev Clow.  They have a
knack for recognizing needs within a group and providing the
means to fill them.

Jim is trained as a welder so has an automatic interest in metal
and how it works.  He became interested in knifemaking over
20 years ago.  Later, he decided that he would like to try his
hand at forging metal and making his own steel.  He had the
space and ability to set up his own shop to do this.  Because of
his generous spirit, this shop became a space where people
were welcome to come and learn the basics of knife and damascus making.  Thursday nights at Jim's were very 
popular.

One of our members, Jay Kemble, met Jim at the Calgary Show several years ago, and Jim invited him to his 
shop to make steel.  Jay thought, oh yeah... it will never happen, but he didn't know Jim.  Soon he found 
himself welcomed into the Clow household, not only in the shop, making steel, but also as a guest in their 
house.  

Shortly after, Jim and Bev became interested in the WCKA and
because there was a need for a space for a hammer-in, offered 
their place in 2011 for the First Annual Southern Alberta 
Hammer-In.  Through Jim's connections in the States he 
managed to get some very talented presenters including Ed 
Caffrey, Steve Kelly, Jay Neilson and Cal Ganshorn.  They 
continued to host this event for the next three years with Bruce 
Bump. Kevin Cashen, Chad Nichols, Chris Dunn, and Dana 
Hackney also being presenters along with some of our own 
members putting on specialized sessions.  Bev was the behind 
the scenes director, making sure that all the food was there and 
coffee pots filled.   It was a highlight of the WCKA year!  

As with everything, life gets in the way of things, and Jim and 
Bev found that they had to let that commitment go as new 
commitments took their place.  But that did not diminish their 
commitment to the WCKA.  Our membership has tripled since 
these Hammer-Ins, and a person would be hard put to find a 
couple who promotes our club more than the Clows.  They 
have recently taken on the responsiblilty of manning the Club 
Table at various events throughout the year.  

So, if you are at a WCKA event, and there is a couple with a smile, a nodding welcome and most likely a box 
of donuts, you can be sure that you have met the WCKA Ambassadors – Jim and Bev Clow.



The Nenzen Connection
submitted by Tor Nenzen

I am writing this in the throes of a Christmas flu, with my son Erik in the workshop practicing 
plunge lines on some mild steel. He sold two knives this morning, so he is pumped. But let 
me backtrack two and a half years…

After moving to the
Okanagan from
Vancouver, I realised that
my interests needed to
change. I had to leave
surfing and downhill
mountain biking behind,
but discovered hockey,
archery and hunting. The
art of well-being in the
wilderness, or bushcraft,
became a passion. It was
through this that our
appreciation for knives
was kindled.

At first, we would order 
blades from Helle and Enzo,
glue up and shape the 
handles. We discovered that
there are many forks along 
the road of knife making, 
and some decisions needed
to be made. 

First, we couldn’t call a knife
hand-made unless the blade
was ours, so we took a 
course in blacksmithing. It 

was great fun, but we realised that this was not a hobby for those with neighbors. So, stock 
removal was the new direction. Last Christmas was spent bolting together a 2x72” “no-weld 
grinder”. 



Another fork appeared: which 
steel to focus on. Since our 
heat treating was done in a 
fire pit with a hair dryer, 1084 
seemed a decent choice. 
Many warped blades later, the 
fire pit was replaced by a 
propane torch and fire bricks.
 A proper kiln is next on our 
list.

Knives need sheathes.
Time to make another
decision – leather or
Kydex?  We fooled around
with both, but this time the
decision was made for us,
by a grain of sand wedged
between a blade and its
Kydex sheath.  So, yet
another skill to dive into –
leather
working. At this
point, Erik
became the
better on the
grinder and I
started
focusing on the
sheaths. 



Blade finish – what a lot of fun
experimenting.  A mirror polish
didn’t interest us, or perhaps it
was a fear of the buffer.  We
decided that a stone washed
finish was good looking and
durable.  So, throw the blades
into a 4” PVC pipe, add rocks,
Windex and let it roll on a
used treadmill for an hour.
This was exciting as it actually
worked! But there was
something even neater around
the corner…

The Hamon – after many 
cracked blades and fooling 
around with vinegar, acid and 
refractory cement, some blades 
showed signs of progress.  A 
switch from 1084 to 1095 
seemed in order at this point.

A boost to Erik’s work came
when he entered a competition
for high school students held by
Quickturn Machining in Vernon.
Any project in metal was
acceptable, so he submitted a
blue beauty in G10. Erik won the
contest and a bit of cash, which
he promptly spent on a benchtop
milling machine. No big truck for
this guy! Dad was proud.



It was around this time (Spring 2016) that we went to our first real knife show – at the annual
Kamloops Gun Show. We were promptly welcomed by the good people representing the 
Western Canada Knife Association.  Roger and Diane Hatt had an infectious enthusiasm for 
knife making and even invited us to their shop! An afternoon we’ll remember.

At this time, our knife making is reaching yet another fork. Erik has made his first folder, and 
I don’t think there’s any
going back. As for myself,
I’m just a proud dad who
gets to spend quality time
with his son, doing
together something that
we’ve grown to love.
Thanks to the people at
Western Canada Knife
Association for the
encouragement along the
way!

Tor Nenzen is a Physics
and Math teacher in
Lumby.
Erik Nenzen is finishing his
last year of high school.

Their knives can be found at the following link:
 https://goo.gl/photos/SCVEgoLjwaqYwqf2A

Or just email: tornenzen@gmail.com

Bill Schiller 1944-2017
Bill Schiller, from Carrot River, SK passed away rcently. He taught knife making for a lot of years and many of 
the WCKA members will know him.  His wife, Dianne, told the Ridleys that he went to Regina to teach a weekend
knife making class, and died from a heart attack the Monday morning before he was to go home.  I have included 
his obituaryObject 1

WILLIAM (BILL) JAMES SCHILLER of Carrot River, Saskatchewan, was born March 11, 
1944 in Sault Saint Marie, Ontario. He passed away January 16, 2017. Bill was well known as 
a craftsman, who taught knife making classes throughout Saskatchewan and Alberta. Bill was 
enthusiastic about many outdoor activities, such as target shooting, reloading and hunting, but 
his passion was making truly beautiful pieces of art in his custom knives, which are in private 
collections worldwide. Even more so, he enjoyed sharing his knowledge with others, whether a 
novice knife maker, a curious student, or his family. He could often be found visiting with 
others, greeting them with the phrase "Every day is a good day." 

mailto:tornenzen@gmail.com
https://goo.gl/photos/SCVEgoLjwaqYwqf2A


Deer Antler Embellishments for Knives and Sheaths
..submitted by Wayne Hamilton

While not strictly knife making, rustic beads
and baubles can be used to good advantage in
adding a distinctive touch to rustic sheaths,
security slides for Mexican loop style sheaths,
fobs for knife handle thongs, for jewellery and
more.  A variety of materials are suitable
including Diamondwood®, Micarta®,
stabilized materials and even bowling balls.
My favourite, however is antler and bone,
materials that have been associated with knife
making since ancient times.  At the recent (2016) Metal Art Show and Sale our esteemed editor talked me into 
writing an article on how I make my antler decorations.  I use two different methods, so I’ll deal with each in 
separate articles. 

To begin, our basic knife making equipment works well for deer antler and bone.  Heat generated by drilling, 
grinding and polishing is probably the greatest frustration.  Antler and bone gets gummy when heated and 
plugs up the flutes on drill bits, abrasive paper and files which in turn contributes to the heating problem.  The 
material also discolours to the point of burning when overheated.  Sharp tools and reduced speeds help 
overcome some of the problem but don’t eliminate it.  Quenching in water makes the gumminess even worse, 
so air cooling is the only practical means of controlling the heat when necessary.  For drilling, medium speed 
and short pecks seem to work best.  Allowing the bit to cool slightly between pecks sometimes allows the plug 
to clear itself on re-entry.  Even so, the flutes will at some point plug up and require manual removal.  A dental 
pick works well for removing the most stubborn debris on drill bits and files  The extra work involved in 
dealing with the heat increases production time, so where ever possible work on multiple items at a time so that
you can move on to other pieces while the heated ones cool.

Note: the blank in the chuck and the pre-form on the right have been colour enhanced                                      
with diluted leather dye to give the weather checking and “punky” core of the deer antler more character

                  Blanks Pre-forms               Finished beads ready for polishing    



A band saw or hacksaw works efficiently for cutting the blanks.  Point-to-point drilling would be an ideal way 
to maximize the best of the available material but it turns out to be a hit-and-miss way to drill the holes.  I 
suspect that it has something to do with deflection of the fine drill bits caused by the plugged flutes and/or 
variations in the density of the material being drilled.  To maximise the best material for normal through-
drilling the orientation of the flat bottom is key.  I hold some of the rounder blanks that have very little texture 
with my fingers, but when the drill bit binds in the hole I get my fingers rapped often enough to remind me that
I shouldn’t be doing it.  For safety sake, I suggest that a small pair of pliers or mini vice-grips be used to hold 
all the blanks for drilling.

Rustic beads are easy to make by beheading a wood screw for an arbour.  Cut or select an appropriate sized 
blank of material.  Drill a hole through it, the diameter to suite whatever function the bead or bauble is to serve.
If only one opening is desired, drill just deeply enough to accommodate the arbour.  Select an appropriate sized
wood screw (up to the size of a lag bolt for larger turnings) that will tightly fit the hole and cut the head off, 
leaving as much clear shaft as possible  Align the screw, tighten it securely in the hole and the blank is ready to 
pre-form.  I find a hand chuck almost invaluable for installing and removing the very small arbours, for pre-
forming the blank and polishingfinished bead.  Roughly pre-form the bead on your belt grinder with the hand 
chuck or an electric drill.  Remember to do all your work from the left side of the grinders and polishers.  If 

you forget there is a good chance that the pre-form or bead will 
unscrew and disappear never to be found again.

Once the pre-form(s) is ready, chuck it in the drill press (as 
follows) and running at medium speed, refine the shape with a file 
and

abrasive papers up to 400grit.  The piece of scrap
wood behind the blank is a rest for supporting a

file.  With out a rest it is almost impossible to get the bead 
nice and round.  Because they are rustic, the beads do not 
have to be perfectly round, but in most cases the closer the 
better.  When satisfied, remove it from the drill press, re-
chuck the arbour in the hand vice and buff the bead with 
white compound.  This produces an attractive ivory-like 
finish whereas polishing to a high gloss makes it look like 
plastic.  If you don’t have a hand vice you can carefully use
the arbour to hold onto while polishing.  After polishing 
break the corners of the holes with a countersink and the 
bead is ready to use.  

Finished items include deer antler, stabilized  wood & Micarta®                                                                           



Reflections of the Las Vegas Antique Arms Show
by Diane Hatt

The tentative planning began during informal conversation with some WCKA members earlier
last year.  When winter hit and the cold set in, Roger and I decided we needed a bit of a road trip and 
the date of the Las Vegas Antique Arms Show made our plans solidify.  Susan and Allen Neal decided
they also needed a get away, so they made plans to join us.  Finally friends wintering in Palm Springs 
joined in the adventure!

The dream of getting into some warm weather did not really materialize as the wind, rain and 
cool temperatures greeted us in the desert city of Las Vegas on January 20th, 21st  and 22nd. Thankfully
the show itself was in the beautiful warm setting at the Westgate Casino and Convention Center.  
Several rooms of displays greeted us with one whole area being designated for knifemakers and knife
supplies.  Close by were the tables of master engravers.  

The Neals and us spent about 6 hours walking about the area on January 21st and did not 
begin to see everything.  We can understand why it is a three day show.

It was fun to get to visit with knifemakers that we had met at various other shows and 
activities.  For ourselves we knew a couple of makers that we had met at the Missoula Knifemakers 
Show in Montana, along with an engraver from the same area.  For all of us, it was a treat to meet 
former WCKA member Steve Kelly, steelmakers Chad Nichols and  Chris Dunn which we had met at
Jim and Bev Clow's Hammer-Ins in years gone by.  They were in the area attending the prestigious 
Invitational Tactical Knife Show in Vegas Saturday night.

It was also really beneficial to walk around the tables with a fellow WCKA member so that we
could discuss and observe the quality and variety of wares being displayed.  I think the main take-
away from the experience was the amount of things a person can do to make a knife unique.  Very 
inspirational to improve and challenge new projects of your own. 

It was our first time visiting a huge international show.  We really enjoyed the experience and 
are now thinking about attending the Blade
Show in Atlanta in June.  Any takers? 

From left, Diane Hatt, Susan Neal, Chad Nichols, Steve Kelly, Roger Ivory anyone????

Hatt and Chris Dunn visiting at the Las Vegas Antique Arms Show



Inspiration from Bruce Bump  by Diane Hatt

During our trip to Las Vegas, Roger and I took a detour to visit Bruce Bump in Walla Walla, Washington.
Those of you who had the priviledge of watching Bruce do some demonstrations at the Hammer-Ins at Clows,
can attest to the skill and artistry this man possesses.  With very little warning of our visit, he welcomed us 
into his home and gave us an impromtu tour of his shop.

He showed us some of his current projects and the tools that he has that helps make the magic happen.  Roger 
left with some ideas and energy to stretch his skills and do something beyond his usual comfort zone.  
Hopefully some other members are working on something special for the annual WCKA knife competition in 
Kamloops this year.

2017 WCKA Raffle Knife

At the 2016 AGM in Kamloops, Roger Hatt offered to make the knife for this year's raffle.  It was the Maker's
turn with a collaboration happening last year with Jim Clow, Morris Nesdole and Jay West.  Roger decided he 
wanted to make a larger art style knife.  When he went into his shop, he discovered a piece of damascus that 
member Jay Kemble had given him a couple of years ago.  After looking at that steel, he decided it would 
make a perfect dagger.  When the dagger was finished, he looked at the butt cap and guard.  He thought about 
fellow WCKA member Vern Lynes and his engraving.  Roger suggested he do some of his magic on the knife.
Vern was up to the challenge.  Vern also took an 'old' stand and made it into a 'new' one to display the knife 
on.
....Result....the Maker Knife Raffle became a Collaboration Knife Raffle after all!  Ron Nelson has kindly 
done all the ticket business.  If you would like to sell or buy some tickets to support our club, please let him 
know at 604-465-5138 or email him at ronnelson@telus.net



Knifemakers are MORE than knifemakers:

The answer to the last newsletter question is Ed Storch

No new question.... please send me some interesting trivia!!

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

WCKA DVD LENDING LIBRARY submitted by Jim and Bev Clow

A reminder that we have 14 DVDs that are available to WCKA members in good standing.  They are 
sent to members who wish to view them and hopefully find information that they can use when 
making a knife.  We ask that afte a month that the DVDs be returned to the Clows.
Call Jim or Bev at 404 362-1015 or email j.clow@live.ca to check on the availability of a 
prarticular title.  The lending will be on a first come basis and there is a limit of 2 DVDs at any 
one time.  Titles are listed on the WCKA website.
*********************************************************************************
Some final thoughts from the Editor:
After the busyness of the holidays with all the food, company and full schedules, it is nice to think about some quiet time 
in the New Year.  This year, with the snow falling and temperatures dropping, the Hatts decided to head south for a few 
weeks.

It was an exciting drive down to Vegas with ice covered roads, blowing snow and almost white out conditions... the usual 
winter weather for people on the Prairies, but new to this girl.  I was glad when we finally reached Vegas.  However, the 
weather did not improve with torrential rains and cold winds.  We enjoyed the Antique Arms Show and taking the Duce 
Bus to see various attractions, and, at the suggestion of Susan and Allen Neal, we booked a bus tour for the Grand Canyon
on Monday, the 23rd.  Driving through about 2 inches of slush, we managed to get to the West Rim where we explored for
a couple of hours.  Unfortunately, it was freezing and made the exploration a tad uncomfortable.  However, it is another 
tick off the bucket list.

    It was fun to spend the time with friends regardless of the weather!  Friendship makes everything warm!

Many thanks to those members who have sent in their 2017 membership.  There will be an updated list going out with this
newsletter.  A reminder that Dec. 31st is the end of the membership year.  If your 2017 form is not received as of April 30th,
you will be removed from the list and the website.

I am sure that most members are busy in the shop getting their inventory ready for the busy spring through fall season of 
shows and get togethers.  Speaking of get togethers, mark June 17 and 18th on your calendar as the Second Annual Raven
Get Together will take place that Fathers' Day weekend.  Susan and Allen are busy planning some new and exciting 
things for you.  More in the next newsletter.  Also Larry Strandquist is planning on the Third Annual Stettler Campout 
sometime in July.  More on that later as well.  As always, if you have some new ideas and time to organize, please feel 
free to let our membership know. A complete list of shows is on the WCKA website.

Thanks to Tor, Wayne and Rob for this newsletter submissions.  The next newsletter will go our after the HACS Show in 
March.

          The Neals and the Hatts, along with other friends, enjoy Freemont Street and the Grand Canyon

mailto:j.clow@live.ca


WCKA Membership Application For 2017

New member  ____________ Year 2017
Renewal member  _________

Membership Fee Structure – January 1 to December 31

Knifemaker/Associate Single..................$20.00
Knifemaker/Associate & Family.........$25.00

*Family members must all reside at the same residence to qualify for Family Membership.
Associate members include:  Collectors, Dealers, Mfr./Distributors

(WCKA Membership includes Newsletters)

Name(s): __________________________________________________

                             __________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________
                                             (Please include all names for family membership)

Address: __________________________________________________

City: ________________________________ Prov./State _______

Postal Code/Zip Code: _____________________________

Phone: __________________________________  Fax: _________________

E-mail address: _________________________________________________

Payment enclosed:  $ _____________     Date: _______________________

Membership list, complete with member information, will be sent to all members.  Do you 
want your name to appear on this list?

Yes ________

No _________

Return to:  WCKA, 2862 Mabel Lake Road, Enderby, B.C. V0E 1V5


